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ABSTRACT
BGP is plagued by many serious problems, ranging from
protocol divergence and software bugs to misconfigurations
and attacks. Rather than continuing to add mechanisms to an
already complex protocol, or redesigning interdomain rout-
ing from scratch, we propose making BGP simpler. We ar-
gue that the AS-PATH, which lists the sequence of ASes that
propagated the route, is the root of many of BGP’s problems.
We propose a transition from today’s path-based routing to
a solution where ASes select and export routes based only
on neighboring ASes. We discuss the merits and limita-
tions of next-hop routing. We argue that next-hop rout-
ing is sufficiently expressive to realize network operator’s
goals while side-stepping major problems with today’s BGP.
Specifically, we show that next-hop routing simplifies router
implementation and configuration, reduces BGP’s attack sur-
face, makes it easier to support multipath routing, and prov-
ably achieves faster convergence and incentive compatibil-
ity. Our simulations show that next-hop routing significantly
reduces the number of update messages and routing changes,
and is especially effective at preventing the most serious con-
vergence problems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Interdomain routing is far too complicated. We ask

whether BGP can be made much simpler.

1.1 How BGP Got on the Wrong Path
Routing in the early days of the Internet was sub-

stantially simpler than it is today. Shortest-path rout-
ing was sufficient for a relatively small network domi-
nated by a single administrative entity. The birth of
the commercial Internet, and its metamorphosis into a
vast network of privately-owned Autonomous Systems
(ASes), raised the need for greater flexibility in select-
ing routes, for economic, operational, and even politi-
cal reasons. The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) was
designed to fulfill these needs. BGP announcements in-
clude an ordered list of the ASes on the path to the des-
tination (i.e., the AS-PATH attribute). The AS-PATH
was originally meant merely to avoid the “count-to-
infinity” problems that plagued earlier distance-vector
protocols by enabling faster loop detection.

Over time, however, path-based routing with BGP
has become increasingly more complex, as ASes’ rout-
ing policies became more and more intricate. Today’s
routers have a bewildering array of configuration op-
tions for selecting and exporting routes. For example,
network operators specify policies that prefer shorter
paths, prepend their AS number to influence the incom-
ing traffic, apply complex regular expressions to the AS-
PATH to balance load over multiple paths or avoid un-
desirable ASes or countries. And that’s just the “good
guys.” Misbehaving ASes may forge the AS-PATH to
hijack prefixes they do not own, or intercept traffic, forc-
ing operators to defensively filter BGP announcements
without ever really ensuring that their networks are se-
cure.

The growing complexity of BGP is not free. To-
day’s BGP is plagued by configuration errors [1], soft-
ware bugs [2], slow convergence [3], risks of persistent
route oscillations [4, 5], security vulnerabilities [6, 7],
economically-driven manipulations [8], and mismatches
between the AS-PATH and the path data traffic actu-
ally travels. In response to BGP’s many problems, the



research and standards communities have proposed nu-
merous enhancements to BGP, as well as alternative
routing architectures. However, these proposals face
serious practical obstacles, including poor incremental
deployability and limited benefits to early adopters. In-
stead, we advocate a different approach to “fixing” in-
terdomain routing—reigning in complexity by constrain-
ing how paths are selected and exported.

1.2 Internet Routing We Can Believe In
Addressing the ills of today’s BGP cannot come at

the expense of compromising on the problem the rout-
ing system is solving—stitching a single global network
together out of ASes with diverse policy objectives. We
believe the routing system should satisfy the following
(possibly conflicting) goals:

• Loop-freedom (to ensure traffic delivery);
• Realization of business policies (ASes should

control which neighbors carry their traffic and di-
rect traffic through them);

• Fast convergence (to prevent performance dis-
ruptions);

• Security (to ensure delivery, avoid dissemination
of erroneous information, etc.);

• Incentive compatibility (ASes should have an
incentive to participate honestly in the routing
protocol and forward traffic as advertised);

• Good performance (ASes should be able to se-
lect paths that offer better performance);

• Traffic engineering (ASes should be able to bal-
ance load and circumvent congestion);

• Scalability (the information an AS must store
and disseminate should be minimized, and the scope
of routing changes limited);

• Simplicity (to minimize software complexity for
vendors and configuration complexity for opera-
tors, and avoid unnecessary outages).

The AS-PATH is arguably more of a hindrance than a
help in achieving most of these goals. BGP policies that
consider the entire AS-PATH lead to longer convergence
times and convoluted, error-prone approaches to traffic
engineering. Knowing that other ASes make decisions
based on the AS-PATH gives malicious or even rational
ASes a reason to lie. And so on. Rather than trying
to address these issues, we argue for relegating the AS-
PATH to (at most) its original role in loop detection,
and considering other ways of achieving our goals for
interdomain routing.

1.3 Next Hop(e) for Interdomain Routing
We propose to constrain routing policy in ways that

are beneficial both globally (achieve better convergence,
prevent many attacks, remove incentives to lie, and

more) and locally (simplify both BGP configuration and
implementation, reduce BGP’s attack surface, make mul-
tipath routing much simpler, and more). In particular,
we argue that an AS should rank paths solely based
on the next-hop AS en route to each destination prefix,
and apply a simple “consistent filtering” rule [9] when
exporting routes. We discuss both the merits and the
limitations of next-hop routing. We argue that next-hop
routing is sufficiently expressive to realize network op-
erators’ goals while side-stepping major problems with
today’s BGP.

In designing and evaluating next-hop routing, we grap-
ple with a wide array of issues, ranging from theoretical
results (for convergence and incentive compatibility),
simulations (for convergence time and path lengths),
protocol design (to extend next-hop routing to the mul-
tipath setting), router configuration and operational prac-
tices (to enable backwards compatibility), and qualita-
tive arguments (for which design goals should be han-
dled outside of BGP).

Whether or not the Internet really moves to next-
hop routing, we believe there is value in conducting
a thought experiment to understand whether next-hop
routing could achieve the goals set for interdomain rout-
ing. Perhaps next-hop routing is an alternate way BGP
could have evolved, a direction the community should
nudge BGP in the future, or even a candidate routing
architecture for a future Internet.

2. NEXT-HOP ROUTING RULES!
We define next-hop routing as three simple rules that

constrain how routes are selected and exported. We
then discuss how next-hop routing simplifies router im-
plementation and configuration.

2.1 Rankings and Export

Rule I: Use next-hop rankings. Configure rankings
of routes based only on the immediate next-hop AS
en route to each destination (e.g., to prefer customer-
learned routes over provider-learned routes). Ties in
the rankings of next-hops are permitted.

Rule II: Prioritize old routes. To minimize path
exploration, when faced with a choice between the “old”
(current) route and an equally-good (in terms of next-
hop) new one, re-select the old route.

Rule III: Consistently export [9]. If a route P is
exportable to a neighboring AS i, then so must be all
routes that are more highly ranked than P . Intuitively,
Consistent Export prevents undesirable phenomena as
in Figure 1, where an AS disconnects a neighbor from
a destination by selecting a better route for itself.

2.2 Simple to Realize in Practice
Next-hop routing can be deployed incrementally by
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Figure 1: B is willing to export route BAd, but not the

more preferred route Bd, to C. Hence, if B changes its

route from BAd to the Bd, it will disconnect C from the

destination d.

individual ASes without changing BGP and without
any support from neighboring ASes. We envision three
main deployment scenarios that offer increasing bene-
fits: (1) configuring today’s routers to obey the next-
hop routing rules; (2) creating a simpler router config-
uration interface; and (3) building router software that
only supports next-hop routing. In all three deployment
scenarios, the AS-PATH is used solely for the purpose
of loop detection.

Configuring today’s router to obey the next-hop
routing rules. Operators can easily switch to next-
hop routing by locally configuring their routers to rank
routes only based on the next-hop (and disable the AS-
PATH length step), to prioritize old routes, and to obey
Consistent Export.

Creating a simpler router configuration interface
or simpler router software. Simple router configu-
ration interface that enforces next-hop routing would
require less training for operators and would lead to
fewer configuration errors. In addition, the router soft-
ware would be simpler, and have fewer bugs, since the
policy configuration would be easier to parse; this is
important, as many bugs in routing software lie in the
complex configuration parsing code [2]. Creating router
software that only supports next-hop routing will have
additional benefits; it would not only have much fewer
configuration options, but also fewer execution paths
(for applying routing policy) and a faster/shorter deci-
sion process.

3. PROS AND CONS

We now discuss the pros and cons of next-hop rout-
ing in light of the desiderata listed in the Introduction.
We argue that the advantages of next-hop outweigh its
disadvantages.

3.1 Merits of Next-Hop Routing
The following four merits are immediate:

Prevents loops. BGP’s loop-detection mechanism is
still enabled;

Reduces BGP’s attack surface. BGP is notori-
ously vulnerable to AS-PATH-length related attacks.
Indeed, major Internet outages have resulted from the
announcement of (extremely) long routes. Under next-
hop routing, ASes do not consider the AS-PATH when
making routing decisions—beyond the first hop, which
cannot be forged!—and so an AS no longer benefits from
such attacks.

Realizes business policies. ASes sign business con-
tracts with immediate neighbors and so next-hop rout-
ing is sufficient to realize ASes’ business policies;

Simple. See Section 2.2.

We now present three non-trivial advantages of next-
hop routing over path-based routing: good convergence,
scalability and incentive compatibility.

Good convergence and scalability. In Section 4
we prove and give experimental evidence that next-hop
routing converges quickly. We also show that it involves
the transmission of significantly fewer BGP update mes-
sages than path-based routing, and also necessitates
fewer forwarding-table changes. In Section 5, we show
that it also has many scalability benefits in the multi-
path routing context;

Incentive compatibility. If the next-hop routing rules
hold then all ASes have an incentive to participate hon-
estly in the routing protocol and forward traffic as ad-
vertised [9, 10]. This removes incentives for economically-
driven attacks and so has important implications for
security.

3.2 Limitations of Next-Hop Routing
We present many good qualities of next-hop routing.

However, these come at the cost of limitations on ASes’
expressiveness. We now discuss these limitations. We
elaborate on the severity of these limitations and on
ways to handle them in Section 3.3.

AS-PATH length. Unlike BGP, next-hop routing
does not favor routes with shorter AS-PATH lengths.

AS-avoiding policies. Under next-hop routing, an
AS can no longer specify BGP routing policies that
avoid remote undesirable ASes or countries.

AS-number prepending. Under BGP, ASes some-
times prepend their AS number to make routes through
them longer and so less desirable to others. This be-
comes ineffective with next-hop routing, where the AS-
PATH length plays no role in routing decisions.

Expressions on the AS-PATH for traffic engi-
neering. Today, regular expressions on the entire AS-
PATH sometimes play a role in traffic engineering to
avoid congestion and improve performance.

3.3 Getting Off the AS-PATH
We now discuss how operators can achieve perfor-
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mance, security, and traffic-engineering goals without
relying on the AS-PATH. These three topics are them-
selves open research questions, and serious challenges
that exist in today’s BGP as well. As such, we do not
hope to completely solve these, but rather to argue that
next-hop routing makes the situation mostly better.

Performance. We show both analytically and experi-
mentally that next-hop routing leads to much fewer up-
date messages, routing changes and forwarding changes,
and is especially effective at preventing the most seri-
ous convergence problems. While AS-PATH length is
(at best) loosely correlated with end-to-end propaga-
tion delay1, let alone metrics like throughput, clearly
a significant increase in path lengths is undesirable.
Our simulation results establish that next-hop routing
achieves path lengths similar to today’s BGP.

Security. We have already discussed the advantages, in
terms of security, of next-hop routing over path-based
routing (smaller attack surface, incentive compatibil-
ity). While next-hop routing renders “AS-avoiding poli-
cies” impossible, these come with no guarantees any-
way; the AS-PATH lists the sequence of ASes that prop-
agated the BGP announcement, not the path the data
packets necessarily traverse (and these can differ even
for benign reasons). We believe that relying on BGP for
data-plane security is misguided. It is precisely when
issues like confidentiality and integrity are involved that
the matter should not be left to chance, or misplaced
trust. Instead, we believe these guarantees should be
assured in other (end-to-end) ways, such as encryption
and authentication, as suggested in [11].

Traffic engineering. We argue that using existing
mechanisms that do not rely on the AS-PATH—replacing
regular expressions on the AS-PATH with the use of dif-
ferent next-hop rankings for different (groups of) pre-
fixes, the BGP communities attribute—is as effective,
and no more clumsy, than the existing techniques.

We also point out that all three goals (performance,
security and traffic engineering) can benefit from lever-
aging two new mechanisms—multipath routing and end-
to-end monitoring— as proposed in, e.g., [12, 13]. To-
day’s BGP provides neither of these mechanisms; next-
hop routing lowers the barrier for making multipath
routing a reality (see Section 5).

4. FAST CONVERGENCE
BGP gives network operators significant freedom in

expressing local routing policies at the risk of persistent
route oscillations [4]. Even when BGP convergence is
guaranteed, this can entail a large number (potentially
exponential in the size of the network [14]) of forwarding

1A route with short AS-PATH can have many router -hops,
or be long in terms of physical distance.

changes and, consequently, also a large number of BGP
updates.

We argue that, intuitively, this is due to two main rea-
sons: (1) small and faraway routing changes can
lead an AS to select a new next-hop, thus leading
to a chain reaction of subsequent routing changes; and
(2) inconsistencies between path rankings and
route export policies can lead an AS to disconnect
other ASes from a destination when selecting a better
route for itself, pushing them to seek alternate routes
(see Figure 1).

Intuitively, our next-hop routing rules prevent these
scenarios; next-hop rankings guarantee that remote rout-
ing changes do not drive an AS to select a new next-hop;
Consistent Export guarantees that when bettering its
own route an AS never disconnects other ASes from a
destination. We prove, and give experimental evidence,
that next-hop routing converges quickly to a “stable”
routing configuration.

4.1 Theoretical Results
We prove our results within the model for analyz-

ing BGP dynamics in [5]. We first show that next-hop
routing implies the existence of a stable routing state
to which BGP can potentially converge.

Theorem 4.1. If all ASes obey the next-hop routing
rules then a stable state exists in the network.

Our main theoretical result is proving that under
next-hop routing the number of forwarding changes and
BGP update messages sent during convergence is at
most polynomial in the size of the network. We prove
our result within the commercial framework of interdo-
main routing of Gao and Rexford [15], that captures
ASes’ common business practices.

Theorem 4.2. If ASes use next-hop routing rules,
and the Gao-Rexford conditions hold, then BGP con-
vergence to a stable state requires at most O(L2) for-
warding changes (in total, across all routers), and at
most O(L3) BGP update messages, where L is the num-
ber of links in the network. This holds for all initial
states of the system and for all timings of router acti-
vations/update message arrivals.

4.2 Simulation Results
Our experiments show that next-hop routing signifi-

cantly reduces the number of update messages, routing
changes, and forwarding changes, under various net-
work events and vantage points. We also evaluate AS-
path lengths under next-hop routing.

Topology and metrics. We use the Cyclops [16] AS-
level Internet topology on Jan 01, 2010. Each AS is
represented by one router, and the links between ASes
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Figure 2: Fraction of non-stub ASes experiencing more than x update messages/routing
changes/forwarding changes after a link failure

are annotated with business relationship. The topol-
ogy contains a total of 33,976 ASes, 54,786 provider-
customer links and 43,888 peer-peer links. We observe
the number of update messages, routing changes, and
forwarding changes from all 4,670 non-stub ASes and
randomly chosen 5,000 stub ASes as vantage points.
We also evaluate AS-path lengths.

Protocols. We evaluate BGP (standard decision pro-
cess), PRR (Prefer Recent Route) [17], which contains
one extra tie-breaking step to prefer current best route
over new best routes, and next-hop routing. For all
these protocols, we follow the Gao-Rexford conditions
[15] for route import and export.

Events. We consider four events: prefix announce-
ment, link failure, link recovery, and prefix withdrawal.
We first inject a prefix from a randomly selected multi-
homed stub AS, next randomly fail a link between the
stub AS and one of its providers, recover the failed link,
and then withdraw the prefix. We repeat this experi-
ment for 500 randomly-chosen multi-homed stub ASes.

Results: updates messages, routing changes and
forwarding changes. Figure 2(a) plots the distribu-
tion of the number of update messages seen at non-stub
ASes. Since many ASes on the Internet see little or no
effects after any event, we plot the complementary cu-
mulative distribution function (CCDF) to focus on ASes
that experience many update messages.

Under BGP, some non-stub ASes receive thousands
of update messages (stubs can receive hundreds). PRR
greatly reduces this number (middle curve in Figure
2(a)). Next-hop routing leads to even more significant
improvement (bottom curve). Next-hop routing also
greatly reduces the number of routing and forwarding
changes (see Figure 2(b)(c)). Furthermore, next-hop
routing performs significantly better across a range of
network events and is especially effective at preventing
the most serious convergence problems—where an AS
experiences thousands of update messages, hundreds of
routing changes and tens of forwarding changes. This

d

A

CD d

B

CD

Figure 3: If ASes A and B both announce 2 routes to

AS C, and C then announces 4 routes to AS D, and so

on. Clearly, this can result in state explosion.

not only reduces the performance disruptions experi-
enced by the data traffic, but also significantly reduces
the overhead for disseminating BGP update messages.

Results: AS-PATH length. We also evaluate in our
experiments the AS path lengths during prefix injection,
link failure, and link recovery. Our results establish that
the vast majority of ASes (97%-99% of ASes, depend-
ing on the event) have the same path length under BGP
and next-hop routing. In most of the remaining cases
(about 1%-2% of ASes), the increase in path length un-
der next-hop routing is 1-2 hops, and only for few ASes
(about 0.1%) the increase in path length is significant (a
stretch of 2-11). We argue that the small, in general, in-
crease in path length (that is, at best, loosely correlated
with performance) is outweighed by the many advan-
tages of next-hop routing in terms of performance. We
envision using traffic engineering (change in next-hop
rankings) guided, in some cases, by direct monitoring
of path performance, to address poor path performance
(e.g., poor latency due to extra hops).

5. NEXT-HOP MEETS MULTIPATH
Recently, there has been a surge of interest in mul-

tipath routing (see, e.g., [18, 19, 20]). Unfortunately,
naive BGP-based multipath routing schemes can be un-
scalable, due to the need to disseminate and store multi-
ple routes. Consider the example described in Figure 3,
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that shows that a naive implementation of multipath
routing can easily result in state explosion and in ex-
cessive transmission of update messages.

We show that next-hop routing is more amenable to
multipath than path-based routing. The key observa-
tion is that under next-hop routing, a node need not
learn a neighboring node’s multiple paths, but merely
learn enough to avoid loops. If AS C in Figure 3 has
a next-hop ranking of routes then, to enable C to de-
tect loops, AS A (and B) can merely send C an (un-
ordered) list of all the ASes its (multiple) routes tra-
verse. BGP allows the aggregation of routes into one
such AS-SET [21], that summarizes the AS-PATH at-
tributes of all the individual routes. Thus, BGP route
aggregation, used to keep BGP routing tables manage-
able in other contexts, can also be used to greatly mit-
igate the cost of multipath next-hop routing.

Hence, next-hop routing lowers the barrier for making
multipath routing a reality. Capitalizing on multipath
routing can yield the following benefits:

Availability: Multipath routing increases the likeli-
hood that an AS have at least one working path.

Failure recovery: An AS with multiple next-hops can
react immediately to a failure in one outgoing link by
sending traffic along another (and not wait for the pro-
tocol to re-converge).

Performance: An AS could have multiple next-hops
(with equal local preference) and decide whether and
how much traffic to direct through each next-hop (e.g.,
based on data-plane monitoring). Conventional tech-
niques, such as hashing on fields in the IP header, can
ensure that successive packets of the same flow traverse
the same path, to prevent out-of-order packet delivery.

Customized route selection: An AS may want to
select different routes for different neighboring ASes for
economic reasons (e.g., an ISP could offer different ser-
vices to customers [20]) or operational reasons (e.g., to
increase resiliency to failures [19]). Several BGP-based
multipath protocols that customize route selection have
been proposed [19, 20]. However, these BGP exten-
sions naturally share BGP’s plight. We explore next-
hop routing in this context and prove that the theoret-
ical results for BGP convergence time, scalability and
incentive compatibility extend to this setting.

6. CONCLUSION
Like so many protocols in today’s Internet, BGP has

grown far too complicated. We believe it is time for
the research community to understand the cost of this
complexity and identify acceptable ways to simplify the
Internet infrastructure. Interdomain routing can be
made much simpler by reducing our reliance on path-
based routing, and solving important security, availabil-
ity, and performance problems where they belong. We

would like to gain a deeper understanding of how much
simpler the software and configuration complexity of
BGP could be under next-hop routing. We also plan
to extend our simulations and to explore techniques for
removing the AS-PATH attribute entirely.
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